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If you chose other, please tell us more:
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None

N/A

No concerns

None

No concerns

none

N/a

NA

No concern

no concerns

Nothing

No concern

No concerns.

Nothing

I don’t have any concerns

Nothing.

n/a

nothing

None.



I don't have any concerns.

I have no concerns

na

I have no concerns.

No concerns!

Missed classroom time

Consistency of routine for students

What is the earliest time can we drop are student?

N/a no concern

Might there be a study hall option or something of the sort to drop off early?

No concerns or needs

I have no issues or concerns

SLC student supervision

None. Would work perfect if it was late start everyday.

I have no concerns/needs for a late start

No concern, I think it’s a great idea

Will teachers get paid for this time?

Will they still get out normal time?

Pick up time

We have no issues with starting late

I have no concerns. I’m in support of this idea.



How will classes be scheduled on Wednesdays?

Parents have to work and its harder to take them at a later time and then to pick them up later
also.

Where will this 45 minutes be made up for the students?

My concern would be that children will over sleep and not go to school. Many parent make
sure their child are up and going before leaving for work.

Most people go to work by 8am

My son is in a life skills class so I am not sure how it would work for these kiddos

What time will school end?

Just a stupid idea

My concern is that my work day typically starts at 8am. I understand the reasoning for late
start based on research into teenager's circadian rhythm, so I would adapt my schedule.

Will this add more school days? Will it take away some weather days or holidays?

I also think supervision would be an issue, since parents need to get to work and have to drop
students off earlier than that. So bad things will happen if students are left outside school
property or on school property without supervision. (Drugs, drug deals, fights, more kids
jaywalking across the street to restaurants, graffiti, destruction of school property.)

I don’t have concerns.

I don't have one 

!

Why in the middle of the week? Why not Monday or Friday?

Late dismissal

I have no concerns.

This would be even better if it could happen more than just one day per week

4 day week would be better. Some other schools are doing that.



No concerns - very interesting

My child has special needs in the self-contained classroom, I worry for her safety in this
situation

I have no concerns

Would rather have students get out earlier than start later. VERY inconvenient for parents.

Transportation, supervision, coordination with students at 2 campuses and 2 parents work
scedule..

My children thrive on a set schedule and consistency. Having a day in the middle of each week
that is different will lead to confusion and frustration for them.

I work 8A-5P meaning my daughter would still have to be at school around 745. What would
she do up until 9A?

No concerns. It is a fantasy idea!

I don’t want this to add any time to the end of the day. Getting out at 4:10 is already too late, in
my opinion. There’s no reason those kids should be in school past 3:30. The HB4545 kids need
to stay after school or give up an elective for tutoring/remediation - not the entire campus
having to stay later. LISD makes kids be in school longer each day and also longer for an entire
year than any district, big or small around us. Going longer does nothing for our kids. If you
want to retain good families, quit making school longer. We are school a week longer than
everyone around us. Longer school is not the answer.

Talkington students with students in middle school and high school adds more complexity
then it is worth

I’m in favor of late start

Interfere with parents work hours

I understand the need and value of PLCs. I am the PLC leader at my own campus. I’m worried
about the instruction time spent in each subject. And TBH 45 minutes is not enough time to
plan, assess, and then dig into the data (the most important part).

How does this affect 7am athletics?

No concerns at all. Start at 9 every day!



No concern for my child.

Most parents work a full time 8-5 job. That is the most ludicrous thing I have ever heard.
Making it harder on parents to provide transportation during a late start. I work as a night time
nurse. I take my daughters to school after I get off work and sleep. Starting late on Wednesday
would cut into my sleep time and I only get 6 hours anyways. Please do not consider this.

If they have late start will this lead to late stay

Does that mean that school will let out later?

It would be helpful to have a start time, so I could better know if transportation is an issue or
not

There already isn't adequate supervision in schools to prevent kids from doing things they
shouldn't.

This is sudden news and I don’t like disruptions in my morning routine. I have to drive to 3
separate schools. It seems like a ‘punishment’ to drop my child off so early just to have her
wait 45min before her day actually begins. I would prefer more teacher development days on a
1/2 day or full teacher prof day during scheduled time throughout the year.

Kid will not be able to attend if I cannot make it to work on time.

Will tutoring be available at the regular before school times (before the PLCs)?

Bo concerns as long as there is transportation for students

Multiple reasons mentioned above

I don't feel like elementary and middle school teachers are being taken into account. I know for
a fact that high school English teachers will be watching tv on their chrome books with
earbuds in their ears while their students work on their chrome books. I do not believe that
high school teachers will utilize that 45 minutes per week wisely. My kids are never assigned
rigorous work nor are they given homework and outside of school reading, I don't believe this
will change with the 45 minute delayed start.

I work-how am I supposed to get my child to school later and still get to work. Supervision-ha!
My child is CURRENTLY in trouble even with supervision-how can you ensure her safety if other
kids are being “supervised “ also. 
What is the summer for if not for planning out the school year? And what about all those
“professional development days”??



Transportation if needed and bus routes to Talkington as we do not live near a Jr High, just an
elementary school. Both parents work

Nothing.

A combination of transportation, supervision and this allows free time for kids to get
themselves in trouble.

I don’t have concerns

My kids say it would be more beneficial to get out early than to start later.. Extra sleep in time
for mid week would only confuse their sleep schedules.

I see no problem

No conerns/needs.

No concerns, I think she will perform better with a late start one day.

Will this extend the day longer. I especially would not want this to happen on a church evening.
Will tutorials times still be available that morning?

Will the school day still end at 4:00 PM on Wednesdays?

Dr app

I do not want my child to have a required study hall or "down time". If my child is not engaged
in an organized activity that is supervised then I don't want them at school.

No concerns it's a great idea! Kids will be better student's with a later start.

No concerns - our kids are responsible

Patents need a consistent schedule and so do students. parents can’t choose to go into work
later 1x/week. If this extra time is needed, teachers should arrive earlier or stay later 1x week
instead of taking time from our children’s schedules. You have teacher development days to
meet those needs.

271 more responses are hidden



What do you see as the primary benefits of this potential change? (Check
all that apply)

1,407 responses

If you chose other, please tell us more:

232 responses

None

N/A

No benefit

none

I see no benefit

N/a

My kid can sleep?

Teenagers aren’t morning people, they function better later anyway

No benefit for me.

Students will be able to get additional sleep and be rested midweek.

I support this 100 %- great way to support staff and students.
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If it helps teachers, that’s is all.

I don't like it.

I dont

No benefits

Won't let me check the one anovebregarding appts

As long as they can come in early I am ok with it.

I don’t think there is a positive

All

I dont see benefits for it

Time for teachers with multiple preps, to just work on what they need to. Get labs ready for the
day without coming late or super early.

Students can sleep later in accordance with their more natural sleep schedule.

I really don’t see the benefit. If you need 35 minutes then why not a late start at the beginning
of the week for planning?

Time to get younger kids to school without stress

Teenagers need more sleep and do better in school with a later start time

The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends not starting school for teenagers before
8:30. It allows more sleep at this age and kids can function better and will be more clear
mentally. I support later starting times every day in line with the AAP recommendation. A later
starting time for middle and high schoolers is long overdue.

Please don’t do this. No regard for working parents. If you need extra time to have meetings,
come early or stay late like every other job out there

Being able to plan appointments good but an hour won't be enough time without being late. 4
day week!

Interesting, I am all for it!



No benefit

Benefits listed do not override the hardship on the students and parents.

1 hour isn’t sufficient time off for neither the teachers or students for prep

A Wednesday is a horrible day to do a late start - consider a Friday or early release on Friday
afternoon

Dont see any significant benefit

Not enough time to be beneficial - a half day or Friday off would be better for everyone.

I think this is a great idea!

It won’t benefit for our students. And it will be more difficult on our family schedule. Both
parents work and we have 3 different school campuses to drop off this next school year. This
presents more of a problem for families who are in the same predicament as our family or
even single parents that have several drop offs and still have to be at work on time also.

I’m not sure that I see the maximum benefit from 45 minutes a week.

No benefit you can’t change the whole community way of life just help the teacher..Teacher
need get paid extra 1hr after school and utilize it if there still slacking fire there ass.. you can’t
change the whole system for more time it luxury we don’t have

This is an excellent idea

My son does not like to miss school for appointments.

This would help the teachers more than students.

I dont know

I think it's fine. Would give everyone another reason to look forward to Wednesday.

The consequences outweigh the benefits. Vaping and drug use on campuses should be more
under control before a later start. I honestly feel the school district cares more about what they
want than what is most beneficial for the students.

This is a limited selection of ‘benefits’ and from



this list, I don’t see any benefits that I approve of.

There is no benefit.

Why cant you do this Friday and get off early why during the beginning of the day in the middle
of the week.

Don’t really see a long term benefit

I see little to no benefits to this idea.

I agree with time for teachers to collaborate and plan, don’t think this set time would work as
most households have one or both parents that work or transportation if there is a stay at
home parent without a vehicle or way to get their child to school. 
Early dismissal makes more sense and would allow for flexibility that teachers may need if
they must take longer to complete tasks.

schools should start 09:00 or later everyday, not just Wednesdays

Teachers are given time WITHIN contract hours to plan their lessons.

I think it will reduce student burn out

I don’t see any benefits. I don’t believe teachers will spend time to prepare their classes.

It will help a lot if a child has been stressed with lots of school work and give them a couple
minutes or extra rest

Availability to plan appointments would be a GREAT advantage for parents and students.

This could be beneficial as long as students are not required to attend a study hall and can
arrive when classes begin.

No benefits

Students can get better rest and not feel so rushed.

None. How about ending the day early? This will allow students to work on their homework in
the afternoon and not spend half of their evening doing homework. Teachers need to be
flexible.

Kids will be on time for first period



I don't see any benefits if it changes

I’m sure there are benefits. But I know my child would like to get the day started instead of
having a study hall period first thing in the morning. I feel like the school year would start off
with supervision and then end up not being supervised well or not having someone to
supervise (call ins) which means that anything can happen during this time. I have lots of
concerns about students not being supervised and the things that could possibly happen.
Unless it can be guaranteed that someone can be there EVERY SECOND then maybe I would
consider it being okay. Please don’t do this.

I don't think this is enough time to really benefit anyone

if you honestly think students will use any of that time to do ANY school work, you’re
absolutely clueless. We don’t need PLC time. We need time to grade and chase down missing
assignments from kids b/c admin threatens us and/or gives a write up or retaliates in other
ways any time there’s a grade lower than an 80 in the gradebook.

I see zero benefit to this change. This makes my job as a parent more difficult. My child is an
in-district transfer so you won’t bus her.

None

My driving son can avoid most of the 8am traffic and have a safer drive to school.

None - it’s hard for parents who work at 8 am

No benefits to this, only more problems as a parent to have to overcome

Will students be able to have tutoring with a later start

There are no benefits for STUDENTS. I do not agree with this idea.

Students who work in the evenings, have extra study time in the morning

A later start for high school age children has been shown to provide better outcomes in
general. I’d love to see a delayed start for every day.

I don't see any benefit

Nothing.

No benefit. Hardship for working parents.



Helps the students long run... hopefully. overall.

Not all parents are stay at home parents, most parents work an 8-5 job and this change would
not work for many parents that have to be at work clocked in by 7:50

Allow students is extra-curricular activities to spend more time on that extra-curricular activity.

Less traffic for my student to drive in

Teachers already have early dismissal and student holidays for extra planning..

additional work time/afterschool jobs

Attendance for 1st period is notoriously low. I believe this would help.

I am pessimistic that this helps the students. Give the teachers more time... yeah ... but
doubtful students benefit.

I’m retiring if this passes

Appointments. I know it is not the intent but if I have to go to the doctor I wont miss instruction
time. For ARDS it would be great too for morning ones so I also miss less actual class time

CO/admin can say they are being ‘proactive’ on stuff for a year or two before implementing
some other novel approach that will not actually address issues but make it seem like they are.

I did not choose other, but my choice was about the the only positive that I see for this
circumstance.

From a Talkington's teacher perspective, I do not see a benefit. I always love extra planning
time, but when it will affect our students in other ways, my benefit isn't more important than a
student's benefit.

I see little benefit, but I know the district thinks teachers should just be grateful for having a
job and for the time. But 45 minutes is right next to nothing. Even my toddler knows that’s not
very long. It will become staff meetings. Housekeeping. When it’s 45 minutes daily, that adds
up to respectable time. And teachers will remain overworked and frustrated as ever, driven
away from the profession in droves.

Teachers can afford to help cover classes during their conference periods

My child would miss this day due to her parents working and having tp be at said jobs at 730 .



I don't see it as an opportunity

Although I feel this is a good idea, I don’t feel it will benefit those that need it most.

Students could eat breakfast at home

Sleep in one day. Good for teens.

This would allow for morning tutoring /extra help or club meetings for those students who
cannot stay after school.

I don't see the benefits of this.

115 more responses are hidden

What questions do you have about this change?

473 responses

None

none

None

N/A

N/a

NA

Why

None- I absolutely love this idea so teachers do not have to use THEIR time after school and
can use their conferences for what THEY NEED.

Why not have all levels of school have delay start?

Do it! Please!

What will be the school end time if this late start is approved?



Where does this time come from?

Why is it only being offered to high school campuses?

I think this is a fantastic idea.

Why not just give Monday off for planning and extend the time Tuesday through Friday? It's
worked for many other districts

What is it? Is this only on Wednesday’s? What about dismissal time? Will it be the same?

n/a

Will they get paid for this time? They should. Teachers are fabulous! I am not a teacher but I
support them where and how I can!

Why?

Great Idea!! Well done!!

I go to work at 9am every morning because I take my children to school then have enough time
to get to work, so this would mess up my hours if this happened cause I would have to get off
to pick them up. So it would shorten my work schedule if this happened. So to me not a good
idea.

Will it be all schools elementary middle & high schools?

None. I hope teachers will be given this opportunity.

How does this affect the ATC?

Seems like trying to push school start time back, start with one day then push it back to all
days later on, that's a possibility right?

Why not let out 45 minutes early on Fridays instead?

Who will supervise student dropped off early on late start days

How will this work for life skills class?

What time will school end



Does this mean that you will need to schedule extra school days to meet a time requirement
for the school year?

Non I just don’t agree with it

None, sounds good.

All of the above apply. Would not allow me to also choose student opportunity for additional
study time

I have to be at work at 8am with this change my son we just have to hang out at school for an
hour.

Will this add more school days?
Will it take away some weather days or holidays?

Could it be at the end of the day instead? So that teachers can actually make doctors
appointments. It’s still too early to make doctors appointments and get back in time for
teachers.

The timing is inconvenient for parents who drop off at any combination of elementary, middle,
and high schools. Maybe *all* schools should consider late start Wednesday.

None. Great idea 

"
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 please provide our teachers on what is best for them 
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 thank you 
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How does this affect coaches who have who coach kids early in the morning before school
and often have practice during those times will they just not practice on Wednesdays

Is dismissal the same

Why is it just 1 day per week and not more? If it works great, will it be considered to add
another day?

My senior will get out early. Will this cause her to get out later on Weds?

No question, just concerned about my child with special needs’s safety and her need for
consistency in her day & schedule

Would not agree with this change.

What class will he cut short? Can or will tutoring be made available if a student goes in at
regular time?



It’s to late in the morning to start I have to be at work by 8 in the morning

How will the school environment as a whole be affected?

Would this schedule change mean that each class on Wednesday will be shortened? At
Talkington, where middle school and high school is together, how will the bell schedule work?
Would it be possible instead to give each teacher of a specific subject the same planning
period each day?

Why? Go back to a block schedule and end the day early on Friday. That is better planning for
all involved.

Think this change would benefit ALL of us!

Will they stay later on Wednesday?

What time will school be over?

Will school end later? 
Can you make the HB 4545 kids stay for tutoring and not the whole campus? They could also
give up and elective. This would motivate kids to pass as older kids don’t want to give up
electives.

Who’s idea was this? When was it first brought to the table?

Is this a definite decision already made not taking in consideration how this will effect parents
that have other schedules they have to attend too?

Na

Targeted instruction comes from digging into data and changing instruction to fit the needs of
the student. The video mostly spoke to planning and collaboration.

No questions, I think it's a great idea

There are other solutions to the problem stop being cheap about it

Fantastic for teachers! Please do this!!!

Can we make it every day?



Why are just high school teachers getting this extra time to plan? I think ALL teachers will want
this extra time!!

Time conflict with the parents' schedule was my biggest concern. I am okay with the late start
but I will drop my child off at normal times if supervised.

I don't have any questions but I do not agree with the change or think it's a good idea.

I want more choices about this proposed delayed start. I can be flexible but right now, this will
be a major inconvenience. My child works hard in and out of the classroom, supposed extra
study time (we prefer instructional time) isn’t giving her an edge.

None at this time

Do not do it. We will not enroll.

Would the day go 45 minutes later to make up for the late start? This wasn’t addressed
anywhere.

I dont like that its during the middle of the week seems unnecessary

Would this change the end time for students

Very difficult for non driving students and parents who work.

Why are middle school and elementary teachers not being considered as well. Our workload is
equal to theirs.

Will students stay late on Wednesdays?

Get it together! There are emails!

Why in the middle of the week?

What would the shortened schedule look like on Wednesdays?

Will it affect dismissal times?

i like it

Although it’s a fantastic start, why can’t we just move to a 4 Day school week like other



districts are doing?

Will loss of minutes in instructional time be added to the beginning or ending of the school
calendar? Will this eliminate any of the other professional development days already built into
the calendar? Will students have shorter class periods on Wednesday?

Please do not change schedule.

Despite concerns, this is overall more beneficial.

Will the school day still end on Wednesday at 4:00 Pm or will we be expected to go to 5:00 PM?

None, sounds like a great idea. Let’s do it, whatever our teachers need.

Will this involve a mandatory study hall or may students arrive at school when classes begin?

Why is there no question - do you support the change (yes or no)

I love it

Has this change already been approved? Or will you consider parent feedback in your decision?
This was not clear in the communication. If this change has already been approved this survey
is a waste of time. The survey is setup with a bias towards making this change. How about a
comment section?

Why is it only one day a week?

Nothing just the super vision of the kids

Why change it if works fine. Kids are not always good with change

Aren’t there other times during the day or towards the end of the day that this can be done?

Can more planning time be allowed? I don't think this enough time for the teachers to fully
prepare lessons or plan for instruction.

Does this mean students will be getting out of school at a later time?

If we're trying to add in extra time for teachers, why couldn't LHS have been allowed to keep
their 1/2 day Fridays? Or even reinstate this? That's plenty of time that doesn't make morning
transportation harder for parents.



why even bother to ask for input when we both know you could get 200% of all staff, student, &
community responses as a resounding “HELL NO” and you’re still gonna go through with this
stupid thing. i know, y’all are fixin to announce an increase teacher pay hoping it’ll deflect and
distract from this kind of crap.

Will students still get out at the same times on Wednesdays? Will this affect the number of
teacher workdays?

If this changes goes in effect does it change the dismissal time from school to a later time??

Would this mean less PD days for Highschool, since they will have this time during the school
year? How will students be able to get help in the morning during this time, if they have after
school activities? Does this affect the overall day to day schedule or will Highschool go to
doing block day scheduling to help adjust the Wednesday change?

Will school dismiss at normal time

Would they still get out of school on time? How does this affect the minutes per day
requirement? How does this affect ATC classes? Is there one less period on Wednesdays?

259 more responses are hidden
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